High School—Advanced Placement (AP) Statistics

Note: Since AP Course Descriptions are updated regularly, please visit AP Central® (apcentral.collegeboard.org) to determine whether a more recent Course Description is available.

The AP statistics course, a **one-credit course**, introduces students to the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing and drawing conclusions from data. Students are exposed to four broad conceptual themes:

1. Exploring Data: Describing patterns and departures from patterns
2. Sampling and Experimentation: Planning and conducting a study
3. Anticipating Patterns: Exploring random phenomena using probability and simulation
4. Statistical Inference: Estimating population parameters and testing hypotheses

Students who successfully complete the course and exam may receive credit, advanced placement or both for a one-semester introductory college statistics course. This does not necessarily imply that the high school course should be one semester long. Each high school needs to determine the length of its AP Statistics course to best serve the needs of its students. The four themes are described below.

I. **Exploratory analysis of data makes use of graphical and numerical techniques to study patterns and departures from patterns.**
In examining distributions of data, students should be able to detect important characteristics, such as shape, location, variability and unusual values. From careful observations of patterns in data, students can generate conjectures about relationships among variables. The notion of how one variable may be associated with another permeates almost all of statistics, from simple comparisons of proportions through linear regression. The difference between association and causation must accompany this conceptual development throughout.

II. **Data must be collected according to a well-developed plan if valid information is to be obtained.**
If data are to be collected to provide an answer to a question of interest, a careful plan must be developed. Both the type of analysis that is appropriate and the nature of conclusions that can be drawn from that analysis depend in a critical way on how the data was collected. Collecting data in a reasonable way, through either sampling or experimentation, is an essential step in the data analysis process.

III. **Probability is the tool used for anticipating what the distribution of data should look like under a given model.**
Random phenomena are not haphazard: they display an order that emerges only in the long run and is described by a distribution. The mathematical description
of variation is central to statistics. The probability required for statistical inference is not primarily axiomatic or combinatorial but is oriented toward using probability distributions to describe data.

**IV. Statistical inference guides the selection of appropriate models.**
Models and data interact in statistical work: models are used to draw conclusions from data, while the data are allowed to criticize and even falsify the model through inferential and diagnostic methods. Inference from data can be thought of as the process of selecting a reasonable model, including a statement in probability language, of how confident one can be about the selection.

**AP Central® (apcentral.collegeboard.org)**
Interested parties can find the following Web resources at AP Central:

- AP Course Descriptions, information about the AP Course Audit, AP Exam questions and scoring guidelines, sample syllabi, and feature articles.

- A searchable Institutes and Workshops database, providing information about professional development events.

- The Course Home Pages ([apcentral.collegeboard.org/course homepages](http://apcentral.collegeboard.org/course homepages)), which contain articles, teaching tips, activities, lab ideas, and other course-specific content contributed by colleagues in the AP community.

- Moderated electronic discussion groups (EDGs) for each AP course, provided to facilitate the exchange of ideas and practices.

**Additional Resources**
Teacher’s Guides and Course Descriptions may be downloaded free of charge from AP Central; printed copies may be purchased through the College Board Store ([store.collegeboard.org](http://store.collegeboard.org)).